Dual Cosmodynes Speak on Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt
Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt w ere (are??) Hollyw ood’s glamour couple. Everyone thought they w ere
the perfect pair. And yet today they are divorced. What w ent wrong?
This article explains the Jennifer Aniston - Brad Pitt relationship using the astrological technique called
DUAL COSMODYNES, w hich measures the astrological pow er and harmony/discord betw een tw o people
as a measure of their compatibility. The dual cosmodynes technique w as invented by the author of this
article, Allen Edw all. Mr. Edw all’s astrology program Astro123 has been utilized to calculate the data,
interpretations, and chartw heels necessary to help explain the Aniston-Pitt relationship. Astro123 is
available for free download from Mr. Edw all’s AstroWin w ebsite at www.astrowin.org (click on the link
named “Free Astrology Programs”).
The follow ing birth data has been used for Jennifer and Brad:
Jennifer Aniston
11 Feb 1969 TZ = 8.0 ( PST)
Brad Pitt
18 Dec 1963

TZ = 6.0 ( CST)

10.22 P.M. 34n09
6.31 A.M. 35n19

118w 27
96w 55

Please see the various Appendixes for supplementary data (Appendix A – Appendix C), chartwheels
(Appendix D), and interpretations (Appendix E and Appendix F).
For readers who may not be familiar w ith cosmodynes (also called astrodynes) or my dual cosmodyne
technique, I direct them to my three previous articles which may be found at my w ebsite at
http://www.astrowin.org/cosmodyn.htm. All three articles may be dow nloaded in one e-book using this link http://www.astrowin.org/anonymous/cosmodynes.zip. Unzip this file and run cosmodynes.exe in order to
view the e-book.
I w ill begin by stating that the most important number in dual cosmodyne calculations is the summary
number for harmony/discord, w hich is found in the TOTALS row under the HARMONY heading. For
Jennifer and Brad, their dual cosmodyne har mony is –16.22 (see Appendix A in red). A positive number
shows harmony, while a negative number shows inharmony or discord. As a matter of reference, the
average value for dual cosmodyne harmony taken from a large sample of random strangers is about +10.
So you can see from the above that Jennifer and Brad have much less harmony together than the average
couple. This suggests that these tw o people have basic natures w hich are inharmonious w ith each other.
You can try to mix oil and w ater together by shaking their combination, but the plain truth is oil and w ater do
not mix. The same is true for people – some people just do not mix w ell w ith other people regardles s of
what Hollyw ood thinks and regardless of hormones or any other factor. Yes, there are a very few people
who can rule their astrological stars, but they are few and far betw een.
Having seen the general overview , let’s now look further into the details to try and discover more about
Jennifer and Brad’s relationship. Under the Mutual Receptions section in Appendix A, I do not see anything
particularly notew orthy, one w ay or another. Under the Important Factors In Synastry section I notice that
Jennifer’s Venus and Brad’s Mars have a fairly high harmony of –9.19. Of course, since this number is
negative, it actually means that there is discord or inharmony betw een the planetary energies of Jennifer’s
Venus and Brad’s Mars, w hich happen to be in square aspect to each other. What could this indicate
besides general discord betw een them? Here is the synastry interpretation from my Astro123 program:
Venus square Mars
Mars's desire nature stimulates Venus's love nature. This is a strong
aspect of physical attraction between the sexes. There is much appeal
to the emotions. Mars sometimes tends to be possessive, jealous or
impetuous in this association.
Venus finds Mars too impatient.
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Sometimes one of you will resist or repulse the other or perhaps this
attraction is not felt by both of you. A little too much emotion in
this combination can lead to friction and disputes.
Jealousy will
often raise its head.
Unless many harmonious aspects balance this
aspect, there will be considerable tension or conflict in love and
marriage relationships.

In the above interpretation Brad is the MA RS person and Jennifer is the VENUS person. If w e replace
the w ords Mars and Venus with Brad and Jennifer, then the above interpretation reads:
Venus square Mars
Brad’s desire nature stimulates Jennifer's love nature. This is a strong
aspect of physical attraction between the sexes. There is much appeal
to the emotions. Brad sometimes tends to be possessive, jealous or
impetuous in this association. Jennifer finds Brad too impatient.
Sometimes one of the two of you will resist or repulse the other or
perhaps this attraction is not felt by both of you. A little too much
emotion in this combination can lead to friction and disputes. Jealousy
will often raise its head. Unless many harmonious aspects balance this
aspect, there will be considerable tension or conflict in love and
marriage relationships.

This description is not quite like the description w e have heard Hollyw ood propose concerning the
perfect/ideal romantic couple, is it? An astrologer w ho uses and understands dual cos modynes or even the
standard astrological technique of synastry (synastry is comparing the planets in one person’s chart w ith the
planets in another person’s chart) could have sensed that something w asn’t quite right betw een Jennifer
and Brad and could have advised accordingly.
Again under the Important Factors In Synastry section I notice that Jennifer’s Moon and Brad’s Sun
have a fairly high harmony of 12.39. Since this number is positive, it indeed indicates a high degree of
harmony betw een Jennifer’s personality, sub-conscious habit patterns, emotional instincts, and feminine
nature (Moon) and Brad’s individuality, self-expression, will, and masculine nature (Sun). It also indicates a
certain spiritual har mony betw een them as in synastry the Sun and Moon also represent the possible
spiritual connection or compatibility betw een two people. Here is w hat Astro123 says regarding this
placement (aspect) of planets in synastry (remember that Jennifer is the Moon person and Brad is the Sun
person – as you read you may substitute their names for the planets mentioned below):
Sun conjunct Moon ( Jennifer is Moon and Brad is Sun )
Creative and power urge blends with the domestic, submissive urge.
The masculine and feminine instincts of both of you combine well.
Here there is harmony of personality, interchange of sympathy, good
mental affinity and mutual understanding. Your personality traits
complement each other, yet are not identical. Each of you possesses
something of the other's nature. Moon is intuitive and sensitive in
reaction to Sun. Sun is protective toward Moon.
This aspect is a
powerful attraction between the sexes. This aspect indicates ability
to achieve compatibility and harmony. When the woman's SUN conjuncts
the man's MOON, she might try to lead or dominate him, which is not so
wise, though if she is aware of this tendency she can overcome it.
Perhaps the wife may become "too bossy", a complaint of many an
unhappy husband.

So w ith regard to the two above-mentioned aspects (the first interaspect is distinctly inharmonious and
the second interaspect is sometimes good and sometimes bad, usually both because a conjunction takes
on the coloring from other planets w ho also aspect either synastry planet), we see that there is at least a
pow erful attraction betw een Jennifer and Brad. But attraction isn’t the same thing as har mony, likeability,
comfort, soul mate, compatibility, or anything else.
Let’s continue. The rest of the aspects listed in the Important Factors In Synastry section are mainly
positive. Notice that there is another Moon-Sun connection – this time it is Jennifer’s Sun coupled with
Brad’s Moon (semi-sextile to be exact). So Jennifer and Brad form a “double-w hammy”, so to speak, in that
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each person’s Sun is coupled w ith (aspected to) the other’s Moon, and, in this case, both aspects are
positive. This is certainly something to be noticed and not to be taken lightly. But remember, it is the sum of
all the astrological influences, not just one or tw o, that really describe ( make or break) the relationship. The
Important Factors In Synastry aspects normally w ould be mainly positive or else Jennifer and Brad never
would have thought enough about each other to think about staying together long enough to get married.
Obviously, every couple has SOME harmony betw een them. And they alw ays have ATTRACTION between
them or else they w ould be like ships passing in the night. Yet w hatever is there, is it enough? The overall
harmony betw een Jennifer and Brad is –9.19 (discord actually, not harmony) so in the main, the answ er is
NO, there is not enough har mony betw een them to keep them married and/or living together.
Under the Planets Aspecting Each Other Within 1 Degree section, w hich shows the closest aspects
betw een tw o people’s planets – these are the nails that help hold the people together), I see that there are a
reasonable number of “nails”, some harmonious and some discordant – about nor mal I w ould say. The
Venus-Jupiter connection, actually a conjunction, suggests that Jennifer and Brad really do care about each
other and feel that they are good and beneficial for and to each other. From Astro123:
Venus conjunct Jupiter ( Jennifer is Venus and Brad is Jupiter )
This aspect denotes mutual helpfulness and mutual benefit.
You enjoy
the same pastimes and cultural things.
This aspect stimulates
optimism, self-confidence and good health in both of you. There is
mutual consideration, sympathy and encouragement. It is conducive to
development along artistic, ethical or spiritual lines in either of
you or both. You are generous toward each other. Sometimes, though,
this aspect stimulates an extravagant streak in one or both of you, or
a tendency to wastefulness or overindulgence, or there may be too much
emphasis
on
social
form,
appearances, clothes
and material
possessions.

This energy adds to the Sun-Venus energy (the aspect was not previously mentioned) found in the
Important Factors In Synastry section (Sun–Venus harmonious energy indicates that there is indeed love on
some level betw een the two people). But just because you love someone (love is certainly a term that has
many meanings on many different levels) does not mean you can live with them and be happy and fulfilled
doing so.
So w hat’s left in our analysis?
I like to look at the bottom har mony table to see w here the trouble spots actually lie. I’ve already
mentioned the Venus-Mars affliction, but are there other difficult energies that need to be transmuted if the
couple hopes to be successful as a couple? You find these trouble areas by looking for the biggest negative
numbers in the HARMONY table at the bottom of Appendix A. Looking at the table w e find the following
discordant (negative numbers) configurations (energies):
Jennifer’s
Jennifer’s
Jennifer’s
Jennifer’s
Jennifer’s
Jennifer’s
Jennifer’s
Jennifer’s

Sun and Brad’s Saturn (conjunct): -5.39
Mars and Brad’s Saturn (square): -5.81
Saturn and Brad’s Mercury (square): -7.47
Saturn and Brad’s Venus (square): -7.07
Saturn and Brad’s Moon (square): -12.48
Pluto and Brad’s Sun (square): -10.67
Ascendant and Brad’s Moon (square): -8.35
Ascendant and Brad’s Venus (square): -6.76

That’s a lot of Saturn influence. Saturn DOES bind people together, but that does not mean he does so
harmoniously. Is it possible Jennifer (Saturn) “sat on Brad”, w as alw ays “raining on Brad’s parades”, and
otherw ise being a w et-blanket or being so insecure that their relationship could not handle the stress? I read
somew here that Jennifer said she blamed her ow n upbringing for some of the problems in her marriage –
see Jennifer’s natal chart to find w here her individual trouble spots are – Moon (mother) square Pluto, Sun
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(father) square Mars, Sun square Neptune, and Mars conjunct Neptune – use Astro123 to read the
interpretations for any natal aspect.
The above listed discordant interaspects represent the trouble areas that Jennifer and Brad needed to
address with the hope that they could use the positive energies betw een them to channel or transmute
these negative energies into positive energies. Below are the Astro123 interpretations for each of the above
interaspects. You may substitute Jennifer’s or Brad’s name into the interpretation w herever the planet name
appears in regular case (not all UPPER- CASE), of course remembering w ho is w hat planet.
Sun conjunct Saturn ( Jennifer is Sun and Brad is Saturn )
Power urge and security urge combine.
This aspect can be good or
unfortunate, depending on whether the majority of interchart aspects
are harmonious or frictional. Saturn slows down Sun, but this could be
for Sun's own good. Saturn reminds Sun of duties and responsibilities
and can be a bit critical. Sun does much to encourage and vitalize
Saturn, alleviate worries, fears or other negative mental attitudes in
Saturn. Sun often has to wait for Saturn who may be slow in some way
(or seem so to Sun). Saturn depends on Sun for inspiration; sometimes
throws responsibility on Sun or will try to blame Sun for troubles.
Sun, Saturn can depress or discourage you, and may put a damper on
your spirits and enthusiasms, but this might help you to be more
practical and realistic. Sun will be tolerant and forgiving toward
Saturn.
There is loyalty between the two of you if the comparison can be
judged a good one. A SUN-SATURN bond is hard to break. Sun, Saturn
needs you and will hold you. Saturn, you should try not to let Sun
feel it is bondage. Saturn has a confining influence on Sun. Sun may
learn needed lessons of discipline and patience through Saturn. In
marriage a SUN-SATURN conjunction is occasionally found where there is
a wide difference of ages, or where the wife is older than the
husband. It is better with this aspect if the wife's SUN aspects the
husband's SATURN. Saturn, you will probably benefit most from this
relationship, as Sun will have to make most of the concessions and do
most of the compromising to ensure harmony.
Saturn, you should guard against selfishness, criticism, coldness,
unresponsiveness, putting too much emphasis on discipline and duty or
depreciating the aims of Sun. Too much pessimism, Saturn, can wear
down Sun's vitality and optimism. Sometimes Saturn will put too much
blame on Sun for things that go wrong.
Saturn may not be as
sympathetic as can be, but is usually loyal and dependable.
If there
are many good aspects in the comparison, this aspect can prove a
stabilizing influence, for Saturn's caution can restrain any reckless
tendency in Sun. But in all cases, Saturn, you need to cultivate the
"light touch" to make your practical and serious viewpoints acceptable
to Sun.
Mars square Saturn (Jennifer is Mars and Brad is Saturn)
This is a serious aspect in a relationship.
It can give violent
quarrels and may even be harmful to Saturn.
Saturn frustrates Mars,
making Mars impatient, angry and resistant.
Mars irritates and
unsettles Saturn's constructive ideas and efforts
and Saturn's
security feelings. This aspect creates many problems of adjustment.
Saturn will be critical of Mars's ambition and enterprise. At times,
Saturn's caution, prudence and conservative instinct can prevent Mars
from reckless ventures or losses, though Mars may not appreciate this
until long afterward. In marriage it's better if the woman's SATURN
aspects the man's MARS rather than vice versa.
Much depends upon
other aspects if this aspect can or cannot be resolved by the two of
you. This aspect intensifies any friction or antagonism indicated by
other frictional aspects.
Mercury square Saturn ( Jennifer is Saturn and Brad is Mercury)
Saturn is very critical, exacting, disapproving and discouraging
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toward Mercury. Saturn is apt to judge harshly or to belittle the
mental attainments and ideas of Mercury. Saturn can also bring Mercury
worry or limitation of some nature. Saturn can detract from the selfconfidence of Mercury and cause resentments to grow in Mercury's mind
unless you, Mercury, can protect yourself spiritually. Cooperation is
difficult where this aspect occurs unless there are many good aspects
to offset this one. Mercury, many of your aims may meet with delay of
realization due to the obstacles that Saturn may put in your path.
Mercury will seem irritating and careless to Saturn at times.
Saturn
presents a challenge to Mercury which can help Mercury's growth.
Venus square Saturn ( Jennifer is Saturn and Brad is Venus)
Venus, you are likely to have many unhappy experiences through this
aspect.
Saturn will prove to be demanding, restricting, selfish,
condemning, resentful, critical, disapproving, jealous and may even
dislike you. Venus, you might find it difficult to give affection to
Saturn, or if you do, it would be mere show inspired by fear or
anxiety. This is an unfavorable aspect.
Venus, Saturn will bring
sorrow, worry and responsibilities to you and you will probably try to
escape in some way if possible. In love or marriage, Venus, you will
usually be made unhappy and feel dominated or frustrated. Many
economic problems also are likely to be encountered. Saturn tends to
impose too much responsibility on Venus and often blames Venus for
troubles encountered together. Some of Saturn's qualities or habits
may disgust you, Venus, if you are very fastidious.
Moon square Saturn (Jennifer is Saturn and Brad is Moon)
This aspect tends to weaken sympathy between the two of you. Saturn
disciplines Moon and the latter may resent it. Saturn can be unjust,
critical, unkind, inconsiderate or selfish toward Moon. Saturn will
oppose more readily than agree with Moon. Saturn arouses worry,
discouragement or some other negative attitude in Moon which may
become difficult for Moon to throw off. Saturn disregards the moods
and feelings of Moon, who becomes more sensitive in reaction as time
goes on unless an inner defense is built. Between members of a family
or in marriage, Saturn may place too much responsibility on Moon, or
blame Moon for troubles, or limit Moon in some way.
Saturn demands much attention from Moon and is hard to please. This
will try the patience of Moon. Moon will have to learn patience and
forbearance in this association.
In marriage there may be domestic
difficulties and financial disagreements, or troubles with other
members of the family which threaten marital harmony.
The above is the description of MOON opposite SATURN. MOON square
SATURN is similar to the above but more productive of conflict. Saturn
discourages, limits, frustrates and
delays Moon's
efforts and
progress,
disregarding
Moon's feelings.
Saturn's duties
and
responsibilities will discourage or depress Moon.
Unless there are
many good aspects between your two charts to balance this aspect, you
will not be of much benefit to each other. Saturn would derive the
most benefit. This aspect is not good for marriage, especially if the
man's SATURN aspects the wife's MOON. If the woman's SATURN aspects
the man's MOON she will tend to nag and will be too critical,
exaggerating trifles. This can be a source of misunderstanding and
disagreement.
Sometimes in-laws will prove a source of trouble
between the two of you.
Sun square Pluto ( Jennifer is Pluto and Brad is Sun)
Creative urge conflicts with reforming urge. Reactions are frictional
if your association is a close one. Pluto resists Sun's authority and
will be jealous, rebellious, demanding and even vindictive.
Pluto
resists correction from Sun, and will try to change Sun. In marriage,
Pluto can undermine the confidence of Sun and could have
an
unfortunate influence on Sun's moral or ethical ideas.
Even if your
charts compare well, Pluto will try to change or reform Sun. Unless
differences of temperament are understood well and adjusted, your
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reactions together in this aspect are to be judged unfavorable.
friendships, this aspect indicates occasional tests of tolerance
loyalty.

In
and

Moon square Ascendant ( Jennifer is Ascendant and Brad is Moon)
Moon's family upbringing and emotional habit patterns conflict with
Ascendant's manner of self-expression, self-image and the concept of
cooperation in partnerships. Ascendant, in turn, can emotionally upset
and disorient Moon. There can be disagreement about how to conduct
family, domestic and business affairs.
Venus square Ascendant ( Jennifer is Ascendant and Brad is Venus)
This aspect is not favorable for marital and romantic relationships.
The personal habits and social mannerisms of Ascendant are likely to
be unattractive to the social sensibilities of Venus. Venus may seem
like a "prima donna" to Ascendant.
You may not share aesthetic,
business and social values. Impulsive, emotional behavior on your part
or on both your parts may cause problems in the relationship.

For other ideas regarding the relationship of Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt, check out the follow ing links
provided by the Magi Society (ed. note: dual cosmodyne calculations do not use or include Chiron. There
has yet been no compelling evidence that suggests that including Chiron in the calculations describes real
relationships better than not including Chiron. Further research would be interesting, though).

http://www.magisociety.com/pitt_aniston.htm - Marriage Chart for Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston
http://www.magisociety.com/anistonpitt.html - Chiron is the Arrow that Points to Your Soulmate
http://www.magisociety.com/pitt.html - Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston Married During Their Cinderella
Transits

Allen Edw all is a computer programmer/electrical engineer w ho has studied astrology for 33 years. He
writes custom astrology programs and enjoys supplying people w ith simple, straight-forw ard, and practical
software that w ill run their astrological calculations for them so they can save their brains for interpretation.
His current e-mail address may be found on his w ebsite at http://www.astrow in.org. He w elcomes your
comments regarding cos modynes or anything else, for that matter.
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Appendix A
Jennifer and Brad’s dual cosmodynes:
Jennifer Aniston
11 Feb 1969
TZ = 8.0

10.22 P.M.

Brad Pitt
18 Dec 1963

6.31 A.M.

TZ = 6.0

34.09 North

35.19 North

118.27 West

96.55 West

Jennifer Aniston's COSMODYNES vs Brad Pitt's
Jennifer Aniston
Power
Harmony
SUN
37.93 ( 1)
-4.70 ( 8)
MERCURY
22.76 ( 8)
4.77 ( 3)
VENUS
31.16 ( 4)
6.15 ( 2)
MARS
27.70 ( 6)
-2.67 ( 6)
JUPITER
19.03 ( 9)
-4.23 ( 7)
SATURN
31.73 ( 3)
-15.99 (11)
URANUS
16.73 (10)
-5.82 ( 9)
NEPTUNE
8.40 (11)
-1.39 ( 5)
PLUTO
31.02 ( 5)
3.78 ( 4)
MOON
23.26 ( 7)
18.90 ( 1)
ASC
37.91 ( 2)
-15.02 (10)
---------------TOTALS
287.63
-16.22
Power*Harmony =
-661.30

Brad Pitt
Power
52.69 ( 1)
12.24 ( 8)
42.82 ( 3)
27.34 ( 6)
34.82 ( 5)
37.02 ( 4)
4.97 (11)
8.99 ( 9)
6.11 (10)
45.52 ( 2)
15.10 ( 7)
-----287.63
487.59

Harmony
14.49 ( 1)
-13.96 (10)
11.91 ( 2)
-24.28 (11)
9.18 ( 3)
-5.82 ( 7)
0.59 ( 5)
-6.48 ( 9)
-5.99 ( 8)
-0.84 ( 6)
4.98 ( 4)
------16.22

Mutual Receptions (1st planet is Jennifer Aniston's and 2nd planet is Brad Pitt's)
----------------MERCURY
SATURN
MERCURY
URANUS
SATURN
MARS
URANUS
SATURN

Important Factors In Synastry (11 total):
(mutual receptions not included in harmony column)
Power
Harmony
SUN
VENUS
3.88
4.85
SUN
MOON
3.45
3.45
VENUS
MARS
9.19
-9.19
MARS
VENUS
5.65
5.65
MOON
SUN
12.39
12.39
MOON
VENUS
2.77
3.46
MOON
MOON
2.57
2.57
ASC
ASC
2.56
-2.56

Planets Aspecting Each Other Within 1 Degree:
(mutual receptions not included in harmony column)
Power
Harmony
SUN
VENUS
3.88
4.85
SUN
MOON
3.45
3.45
VENUS
MARS
9.19
-9.19
VENUS
JUPITER
11.39
8.54
VENUS
URANUS
0.17
0.00
MARS
VENUS
5.65
5.65
URANUS
SATURN
3.30
-4.95
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MOON
MOON
ASC
ASC

VENUS
MOON
VENUS
URANUS

2.77
2.57
9.01
4.80

3.46
2.57
-6.76
-4.41

Planets down left edge are Jennifer Aniston's planets.
Planets across the top are Brad Pitt's planets.
POWER
Sun
Sun
5.51
Mer
---Ven
---Mar
1.98
Jup
2.62
Sat
7.28
Ura
4.40
Nep
1.23
Plu
10.67
Moo
12.39
Asc
6.61

Mer
------3.11
------4.98
---2.51
------1.65

Ven
3.88
8.03
---5.65
---5.66
---0.85
6.96
2.77
9.01

Mar
4.33
---9.19
3.80
5.20
---3.42
1.41
----------

Jup
4.52
---11.39
3.99
7.40
0.70
5.61
1.21
----------

Sat
10.79
------3.32
2.91
4.01
3.30
---5.10
2.90
4.68

Ura
------0.17
---------------------4.80

Nep
5.45
------2.98
0.57
-------------------

HARMONY Sun
Sun
5.51
Mer
---Ven
---Mar
1.48
Jup
-1.31
Sat
3.64
Ura
-4.40
Nep
1.23
Plu -10.67
Moo
12.39
Asc
6.61

Mer
-------2.33
-------7.47
----2.51
-------1.65

Ven
4.85
2.01
---5.65
----7.07
---1.07
8.70
3.46
-6.76

Mar
-5.41
----9.19
-4.75
-3.90
5.00
-4.27
-1.76
----------

Jup
-2.26
---8.54
-2.99
3.70
---2.81
-0.61
----------

Sat
-5.39
5.00
----5.81
-2.91
2.01
0.05
----2.55
1.45
2.34

Ura
---5.00
-------------------------4.41

Nep
-5.45
-------0.74
-0.29
-------------------
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Plu
---4.89
---------------------0.97
0.25

Moo
3.45
7.37
---5.98
---8.32
---1.19
8.29
2.57
8.35

Asc
---2.47
7.31
---0.32
0.78
---------1.67
2.56

Plu
Moo
---3.45
-4.77
------------4.49
---------- -12.48
---------1.19
---8.29
-0.97
2.57
-0.25 -8.35

Asc
----2.47
9.14
---0.48
0.39
-------------2.56

Appendix B
Jennifer and Brad’s dual cosmodyne individual aspects:
Jennifer Aniston
11 Feb 1969
TZ = 8.0

10.22 P.M.

Brad Pitt
18 Dec 1963

6.31 A.M.

TZ = 6.0

34.09 North

35.19 North

118.27 West

96.55 West

Jennifer Aniston's COSMODYNES vs Brad Pitt's
SUN
SUN
SUN
SUN
SUN
SUN
SUN

sextile
s.sextile
s.square
s.square
conjunct
square
s.sextile

SUN
VENUS
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
NEPTUNE
MOON

5.51
3.88
4.33
4.52
10.79
5.45
3.45

5.51
4.85
-5.41
-2.26
-5.39
-5.45
3.45

MERCURY
MERCURY
MERCURY
MERCURY
MERCURY

conjunct
ses.square
PARALLEL
conjunct
s.square

VENUS
PLUTO
PLUTO
MOON
ASC

8.03
4.77
0.12
7.37
2.47

2.01
-4.77
0.00
0.00
-2.47

VENUS
VENUS
VENUS
VENUS
VENUS

square
square
conjunct
quincunx
trine

MERCURY
MARS
JUPITER
URANUS
ASC

3.11
9.19
11.39
0.17
7.31

-2.33
-9.19
8.54
0.00
9.14

MARS
MARS
MARS
MARS
MARS
MARS
MARS

s.sextile
sextile
s.square
ses.square
square
conjunct
sextile

SUN
VENUS
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
NEPTUNE
MOON

1.98
5.65
3.80
3.99
3.32
2.98
5.98

1.48
5.65
-4.75
-2.99
-5.81
-0.74
4.49

JUPITER
JUPITER
JUPITER
JUPITER
JUPITER
JUPITER

square
square
opposite
ses.square
s.square
sextile

SUN
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
NEPTUNE
ASC

2.62
5.20
7.40
2.91
0.57
0.32

-1.31
-3.90
3.70
-2.91
-0.29
0.48

SATURN
SATURN
SATURN
SATURN
SATURN
SATURN
SATURN

trine
square
square
conjunct
sextile
square
trine

SUN
MERCURY
VENUS
JUPITER
SATURN
MOON
ASC

7.28
4.98
5.66
0.70
4.01
8.32
0.78

3.64
-7.47
-7.07
0.00
2.01
-12.48
0.39

URANUS
URANUS
URANUS
URANUS

square
square
opposite
ses.square

SUN
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN

4.40
3.42
5.61
3.30

-4.40
-4.27
2.81
-4.95
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NEPTUNE
NEPTUNE
NEPTUNE
NEPTUNE
NEPTUNE
NEPTUNE

s.sextile
s.square
sextile
s.square
ses.square
sextile

SUN
MERCURY
VENUS
MARS
JUPITER
MOON

1.23
2.51
0.85
1.41
1.21
1.19

1.23
-2.51
1.07
-1.76
-0.61
1.19

PLUTO
PLUTO
PLUTO
PLUTO

square
trine
PARALLEL
trine

SUN
VENUS
SATURN
MOON

10.67
6.96
5.10
8.29

-10.67
8.70
-2.55
8.29

MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON
MOON

conjunct
s.sextile
sextile
square
s.sextile
conjunct

SUN
VENUS
SATURN
PLUTO
MOON
ASC

12.39
2.77
2.90
0.97
2.57
1.67

12.39
3.46
1.45
-0.97
2.57
0.00

ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC

sextile
square
square
trine
s.square
PARALLEL
s.square
square
s.square

SUN
MERCURY
VENUS
SATURN
URANUS
URANUS
PLUTO
MOON
ASC

6.61
1.65
9.01
4.68
4.41
0.38
0.25
8.35
2.56

6.61
-1.65
-6.76
2.34
-4.41
0.00
-0.25
-8.35
-2.56
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Appendix C
Jennifer and Brad’s Magi astrology aspects:

Jennifer Aniston
11 Feb 1969
TZ = 8.0

10.22 P.M.

Brad Pitt
18 Dec 1963

6.31 A.M.

TZ = 6.0

34.09 North

35.19 North

118.27 West

96.55 West

Magi Society Aspects for Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt

Data here has been removed because the Magi Society says it is illegal for me to list
information that is identical to the information given in their programs. I am sorry
for this opinion of theirs, but they are entitled to it.
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Appendix D
Various chartwheels for Jennifer and Brad and their relationship:

Jennifer Aniston’s natal chart
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Brad Pitt’s natal chart
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Jennifer Aniston – Brad Pitt synastry chart
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Jennifer Aniston – Brad Pitt composite chart (not discussed)
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Jennifer Aniston – Brad Pitt synastry chart – variation using 3 degree orbs
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Jennifer Aniston – Brad Pitt synastry declination chart – variation using 1.2 degree orbs
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Jennifer Aniston – Brad Pitt heliocentric synastry chart – variation using 3 degree orbs
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Appendix E
Complete synastry report for Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt:
SYNASTRY RELATIONSHIP REPORT FOR

JENNIFER ANISTON
11 FEB 1969

TZ = 8.0

10.22 P.M.

34.09 NORTH

118.27 WEST

35.19 NORTH

96.55 WEST

and
BRAD PITT
18 DEC 1963

TZ = 6.0

6.31 A.M.

HUMAN RELATIONS

The ability to get along harmoniously with our fellow men and women is
an asset impossible to overestimate. The success and happiness of
every individual rest upon it. There is scarcely any activity or
situation in life that does not involve contact with other human
beings.
The more easily a person adjusts himself
to family,
community, and the associations he forms in earning his livelihood,
the smoother will be his path in life.
Nearly all the tension and
strain of modern living is brought about, not by difficult conditions,
but by disturbing emotions aroused in personal, group, or public
contacts.
A prime requisite for getting along with others is self-understanding
and self-control. If you understand yourself, you will find it easier
to understand others. Self-control enables you to handle your contacts
more positively.
Astrology emphasizes SELF-UNDERSTANDING because you must first know
where your own faults lie in adjusting yourself to others.
In a
horoscope we read individual personality through the sign ascending at
the hour of birth - the rising sign; therefore the opposite point (the
7th house) is one's projected attitude toward others, or what we may
call the general public.
Every square or opposition aspect in our
horoscope can be viewed as a personality trait which tests our ability
to get along harmoniously with others. The testing may not come out
as an open conflict, and the more emotionally mature the individual
is, the less apt it is to do so. In this case it remains a
psychological factor, part of the character or spiritual growth. Such
a tension or problem of adjustment may present itself in family
relationships or marriage, or in business or friendships. The planets
symbolize one's instincts and urges, and if there is an inner
conflict, as indicated by a square or opposition aspect in the
individual horoscope, and by some of the conjunctions (principally
those in which one of the malefics is involved Mars, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto), this inner conflict will express itself in
many, though probably not all, of his human contacts.
Bear in mind that in comparing horoscopes you are analyzing the effect
of one individual upon another. The purpose of comparing horoscopes is
to explore the possibilities and problems of an association; to
understand why another person affects you as he does and how you are
apt to affect him.
It is a law of attraction that our attracting or being attracted to
certain persons or environments is rarely, if ever, pure chance. When
the association or environment is testing
or unpleasant,
the
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experience has been attracted because of a conflict of personality in
the individual nature that needs to be resolved. We must come to terms
with our own conflicting urges. Sometimes the test may be up to our
discrimination in accepting or refusing a situation or an association.
Some individuals may need to develop the courage and willpower to say
"NO" to an association that could be harmful to them.
Regarding romance and marriage, it is very important to distinguish
the difference between personality and character.
Romance may begin
with an attraction of personalities, but it is CHARACTER that decides
the success of a marriage. Astrology is the best way to diagnose the
character of a person or the characteristics of a relationship.
Yet
remember, the horoscope shows tendencies only. It is a matter for you
to determine how any position will work itself out. That will be
determined by the use you make of your own WILLPOWER.

ATTRACTION AND ENDURABILITY
According to the dictionary, to attract is to "draw by some winning
influence: charm, allure, to entice, to win."
We
can insert
parenthetically that some people are more attractive to the opposite
sex than others, and so attract more opportunities for romance and
marriage. If you are attracted to another person, you are interested,
curious, have a friendly feeling, and are disposed to look with favor
upon that person. You'll pursue and encourage the acquaintanceship.
An attraction felt between members of the same sex creates friendship.
When two people of the opposite sex are strongly attracted and feel
the pull of animal magnetism, or what we can term the polarity of
opposites, we have the basis for romance.
Sometimes such an attraction is superficial and temporary.
Many a
person has felt attracted to another person of the opposite sex for a
brief period and afterward wondered exactly what he or she had seen in
that person.
Sometimes an attraction is one-sided. Many people
mistake pity for love, or are misled by flattery and attention.
Sometimes an attraction springs from sheer loneliness. If real love is
to develop, the attraction should be more than a superficial one. In
comparing horoscopes we analyze various factors, and the greater the
number of aspects of attraction, the stronger will be the attraction.
Most IMPORTANT in judging attraction are the aspects between the
Ascendant or Descendant of one chart and the planets of the other
chart, and vice versa.
Unless the Ascendant or Descendant of one
horoscope combine with the planets of the other by sign and/or aspect
it is doubtful that, whatever the attraction, that it would result in
marriage. It is the Ascendant, symbolizing the personality of the
individual, that determines the real power or magnetism of the
attraction. The Ascendant of one chart in aspect to planets of the
other chart CONFIRMS and SUPPORTS any congeniality and compatibility
as read in the aspects formed between planets in the respective
horoscopes.
Couples who get along well usually agree in viewpoint. Temperaments
may differ, but they should be congenial. That is, they should blend
or balance each other, not clash.
This is known as polarity. In
astrology temperament is described by the elements: that is, fire,
earth, air, and water. It is important that the Ascendants of the two
people be compatible, since the Ascendant represents basic disposition
and temperament.
Fire combines easily with fire or air. Earth
combines easily with earth or water.
Any other combination will
probably denote friction due to "rubbing each other the wrong way."
Perhaps a simple example will better aid in understanding. Imagine
fire and water combining. They do not combine easily because their
natures are different. Either fire boils water and produces steam or
water drenches fire and extinguishes it.
The same thing can happen
when a fire person combines with a water person. There is an
analogous effect between people for the other combinations of the
elements.
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MEANINGS OF ASPECTS TO THE ASCENDANTS

JENNIFER ANISTON is ASCENDANT and BRAD PITT is SUN Sun sextile Ascendant - This aspect indicates that you both are able
to direct your wills effectively in working together. You can combine
your creative self-expression to achieve mutual goals and you will
help each other develop more confidence and better self-images. This
aspect can indicate romantic and sexual attraction. It is favorable
for harmony in a marriage.

JENNIFER ANISTON is ASCENDANT and BRAD PITT is VENUS Venus square Ascendant - This aspect is not favorable for marital and
romantic relationships. The personal habits and social mannerisms of
Jennifer are likely to be unattractive to the social sensibilities of
Brad. Brad may seem like a "prima donna" to Jennifer. You may not
share aesthetic, business and social values. Impulsive, emotional
behavior on your part or on both your parts may cause problems in the
relationship.

JENNIFER ANISTON is ASCENDANT and BRAD PITT is SATURN Saturn trine Ascendant - This aspect indicates mutual concern and
serious cooperation in marital, legal, professional, business and
organizational affairs. You will implement these affairs very
effectively through mutual discussion and planning of your
responsibilities and activities. Jennifer will be able to provide
considerable energetic support for the serious goals that Brad has.
Brad can, in turn, help Jennifer build greater self-confidence,
organization, maturity and poise. The acceptance of mutual
responsibility inherent in this aspect favors enduring marriages and
business and professional partnerships.

JENNIFER ANISTON is ASCENDANT and BRAD PITT is MOON Moon square Ascendant - Brad's family upbringing and emotional habit
patterns conflict with Jennifer's manner of self-expression, selfimage and the concept of cooperation in partnerships. Jennifer, in
turn, can emotionally upset and disorient Brad. There can be
disagreement about how to conduct family, domestic and business
affairs.

JENNIFER ANISTON is VENUS and BRAD PITT is ASCENDANT Venus trine Ascendant - Indicating mutual harmony and friendship and
general emotional and social compatibility, this aspect is favorable
for marriages, romantic relationships and business partnerships. There
is sexual attraction if this combination is combined with other
comparative influences of a similar nature. You can help each other in
the diplomatic, public relations aspects of social and business
affairs.

JENNIFER's ASCENDANT and BRAD's ASCENDANT are in compatible signs.

MEANINGS OF INTERPLANETARY ASPECTS

Sun sextile Sun - Creative and power urges harmonize easily.
Temperaments adjust readily. There is mutual sympathy and
understanding of ideals and aims. This aspect is favorable for any and
all relationships, provided the comparisons show no great number of
conflicts. This position is usually good for marriage.
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JENNIFER ANISTON is SUN and BRAD PITT is SATURN Sun conjunct Saturn - Power urge and security urge combine. This
aspect can be good or unfortunate, depending on whether the majority
of interchart aspects are harmonious or frictional. Brad slows down
Jennifer, but this could be for Jennifer's own good. Brad reminds
Jennifer of duties and responsibilities and can be a bit critical.
Jennifer does much to encourage and vitalize Brad, alleviate worries,
fears or other negative mental attitudes in Brad. Jennifer often has
to wait for Brad who may be slow in some way (or seem so to Jennifer).
Brad depends on Jennifer for inspiration; sometimes throws
responsibility on Jennifer or will try to blame Jennifer for troubles.
Jennifer, Brad can depress or discourage you, and may put a damper on
your spirits and enthusiasms, but this might help you to be more
practical and realistic. Jennifer will be tolerant and forgiving
toward Brad.
There is loyalty between the two of you if the comparison can be
judged a good one. A SUN-SATURN bond is hard to break. Jennifer, Brad
needs you and will hold you. Brad, you should try not to let Jennifer
feel it is bondage. Brad has a confining influence on Jennifer.
Jennifer may learn needed lessons of discipline and patience through
Brad. In marriage a SUN-SATURN conjunction is occasionally found where
there is a wide difference of ages, or where the wife is older than
the husband. It is better with this aspect if the wife's SUN aspects
the husband's SATURN. Brad, you will probably benefit most from this
relationship, as Jennifer will have to make most of the concessions
and do most of the compromising to ensure harmony.
Brad, you should guard against selfishness, criticism, coldness,
unresponsiveness, putting too much emphasis on discipline and duty or
depreciating the aims of Jennifer. Too much pessimism, Brad, can wear
down Jennifer's vitality and optimism. Sometimes Brad will put too
much blame on Jennifer for things that go wrong. Brad may not be as
sympathetic as can be, but is usually loyal and dependable. If there
are many good aspects in the comparison, this aspect can prove a
stabilizing influence, for Brad's caution can restrain any reckless
tendency in Jennifer. But in all cases, Brad, you need to cultivate
the "light touch" to make your practical and serious viewpoints
acceptable to Jennifer.

JENNIFER ANISTON is SUN and BRAD PITT is NEPTUNE Sun square Neptune - Power urge clashes with escape or spiritual urge.
Brad will exhibit elusive, evasive, deceptive qualities in reaction
toward Jennifer. Sun is baffled by Brad. There is a lack of trust
between the two of you. Brad can be misleading, appearing submissive,
but subtly eluding the influence of Jennifer. The problems or
situations provoked by this discordant aspect are never quite as bad
as they appear, nor as good as envisioned. This aspect is difficult in
marriage as it breeds misunderstanding, doubt, confusion, deception
and distrust in one or both of you.

JENNIFER's SUN and BRAD's MOON are in incompatible signs.

JENNIFER ANISTON is MOON and BRAD PITT is SUN Sun conjunct Moon - Creative and power urge blends with the domestic,
submissive urge. The masculine and feminine instincts of both of you
combine well. Here there is harmony of personality, interchange of
sympathy, good mental affinity and mutual understanding. Your
personality traits complement each other, yet are not identical. Each
of you possesses something of the other's nature. Jennifer is
intuitive and sensitive in reaction to Brad. Brad is protective toward
Jennifer. This aspect is a powerful attraction between the sexes. This
aspect indicates ability to achieve compatibility and harmony. When
the woman's SUN conjuncts the man's MOON, she might try to lead or
dominate him, which is not so wise, though if she is aware of this
tendency she can overcome it. Perhaps the wife may become "too bossy",
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a complaint of many an unhappy husband.

JENNIFER ANISTON is MOON and BRAD PITT is SATURN Moon sextile Saturn - Brad steadies Jennifer and Jennifer enlarges the
ideas of Brad. The emotions of Jennifer are stabilized by Brad. Brad
will be dependable and steadfast toward Jennifer. Brad can counsel
Jennifer, for there is usually mutual respect. This aspect encourages
friendly contacts between persons of wide difference of age. Brad
brings out the conservative qualities in Jennifer. In marriage this
aspect furthers domestic tranquility, order in the home and agreement
in regard to management of money.

JENNIFER's MOON and BRAD's MOON are in incompatible signs.

JENNIFER's MERCURY and BRAD's MERCURY are in incompatible signs.

JENNIFER ANISTON is MERCURY and BRAD PITT is MOON Moon conjunct Mercury - Feeling and mental perceptions combine with
intelligence. This aspect indicates a quick perception of each other's
ideas and views. There is a mental affinity and appreciation of each
other's mental qualities. This aspect facilitates conversational
interchange and good understanding between the two of you. This aspect
can promote each other's mental development. Many mutual interests
will be encouraged. There is often telepathic thought projection.

JENNIFER's VENUS and BRAD's VENUS are in incompatible signs.

JENNIFER ANISTON is VENUS and BRAD PITT is MARS Venus square Mars - Brad's desire nature stimulates Jennifer's love
nature. This is a strong aspect of physical attraction between the
sexes. There is much appeal to the emotions. Brad sometimes tends to
be possessive, jealous or impetuous in this association. Jennifer
finds Brad too impatient. Sometimes one of you will resist or repulse
the other or perhaps this attraction is not felt by both of you. A
little too much emotion in this combination can lead to friction and
disputes. Jealousy will often raise its head. Unless many harmonious
aspects balance this aspect, there will be considerable tension or
conflict in love and marriage relationships.

JENNIFER ANISTON is VENUS and BRAD PITT is JUPITER Venus conjunct Jupiter - This aspect denotes mutual helpfulness and
mutual benefit. You enjoy the same pastimes and cultural things. This
aspect stimulates optimism, self-confidence and good health in both of
you. There is mutual consideration, sympathy and encouragement. It is
conducive to development along artistic, ethical or spiritual lines in
either of you or both. You are generous toward each other. Sometimes,
though, this aspect stimulates an extravagant streak in one or both of
you, or a tendency to wastefulness or overindulgence, or there may be
too much emphasis on social form, appearances, clothes and material
possessions.

JENNIFER ANISTON is MARS and BRAD PITT is VENUS Venus sextile Mars - The desire nature of Jennifer stimulates the love
nature of Brad. This aspect indicates a stimulating and congenial
attraction. This is a strong aspect of attraction between the sexes.
There is much appeal to the emotions. Brad has a soothing effect on
Jennifer. This is a very good aspect to find in love and marriage.

JENNIFER's MARS and BRAD's MARS are in compatible signs.
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JENNIFER ANISTON is MARS and BRAD PITT is SATURN Mars square Saturn - This is a serious aspect in a relationship. It
can give violent quarrels and may even be harmful to Brad. Brad
frustrates Jennifer, making Jennifer impatient, angry and resistant.
Jennifer irritates and unsettles Brad's constructive ideas and efforts
and Brad's security feelings. This aspect creates many problems of
adjustment. Brad will be critical of Jennifer's ambition and
enterprise. At times, Brad's caution, prudence and conservative
instinct can prevent Jennifer from reckless ventures or losses, though
Jennifer may not appreciate this until long afterward. In marriage
it's better if the woman's SATURN aspects the man's MARS rather than
vice versa. Much depends upon other aspects if this aspect can or
cannot be resolved by the two of you. This aspect intensifies any
friction or antagonism indicated by other frictional aspects.

JENNIFER ANISTON is MARS and BRAD PITT is MOON Moon sextile Mars - Jennifer stimulates the imagination, ideas and
self-confidence of Brad. In home and family environment, this aspect
aids cooperation and efficiency in getting things done together. In
marriage the aspect of the husband's MARS to the wife's MOON
encourages reproduction.

JENNIFER ANISTON is JUPITER and BRAD PITT is MARS Mars square Jupiter - This aspect creates discord rather than harmony.
Your respective ambitions conflict. There is apt to be rivalry between
you, or one person will drive the other against his or her best
judgment. There are differences of opinion on ethical, religious or
moral points. There is a tendency to be impatient and to demand too
much of each other. Sometimes one promises more than he or she can
deliver or fulfill. This aspect may encourage foolhardy risks and is a
detriment from an economic standpoint in marriage or in business
relationships. This aspect must be stabilized by many good ones if the
association is to benefit both people. You must respect each other's
judgment and strive for careful planning and administration of your
affairs or the association will prove unfortunate for economic
security. This aspect tends to bring out any traits of extravagance,
wastefulness or foolhardiness in the nature of either or both parties.

Jupiter opposite Jupiter - There may be differences in aspirations,
religious ideas, ideals, moral sentiments, ethics and fundamental
spiritual leanings in the two of you. Ideas of fair play and justice
may differ. Differences in conception of ethical procedures in
business or other affairs, too, can create problems of adjustment. As
a rule, this aspect is not harmfully adverse unless the comparison
chart is extremely discordant. In this case, it merely adds emphasis
to the other conflicts.

JENNIFER ANISTON is SATURN and BRAD PITT is SUN Sun trine Saturn - Power urge harmonizes with the security urge. This
aspect denotes a good balancing of the confidence, enthusiasm,
ambition and the organizing ability and persistence needed to carry
out any mutual purposes. It ensures agreement in handling of problems,
allocation of duties, authority and responsibility. Jennifer links
stability and loyalty to Brad. Any limiting or restraining influence
that Jennifer might hold on Brad works mainly for the ultimate good of
both. Brad encourages and stimulates confidence in Jennifer. In
marriage this aspect aids endurability.

JENNIFER ANISTON is SATURN and BRAD PITT is MERCURY Mercury square Saturn - Jennifer is very critical, exacting,
disapproving and discouraging toward Brad. Jennifer is apt to judge
harshly or to belittle the mental attainments and ideas of Brad.
Jennifer can also bring Brad worry or limitation of some nature.
Jennifer can detract from the self-confidence of Brad and cause
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resentments to grow in Brad's mind unless you, Brad, can protect
yourself spiritually. Cooperation is difficult where this aspect
occurs unless there are many good aspects to offset this one. Brad,
many of your aims may meet with delay of realization due to the
obstacles that Jennifer may put in your path. Brad will seem
irritating and careless to Jennifer at times. Jennifer presents a
challenge to Brad which can help Brad's growth.

JENNIFER ANISTON is SATURN and BRAD PITT is VENUS Venus square Saturn - Brad, you are likely to have many unhappy
experiences through this aspect. Jennifer will prove to be demanding,
restricting, selfish, condemning, resentful, critical, disapproving,
jealous and may even dislike you. Brad, you might find it difficult to
give affection to Jennifer, or if you do, it would be mere show
inspired by fear or anxiety. This is an unfavorable aspect. Brad,
Jennifer will bring sorrow, worry and responsibilities to you and you
will probably try to escape in some way if possible. In love or
marriage, Brad, you will usually be made unhappy and feel dominated or
frustrated. Many economic problems also are likely to be encountered.
Jennifer tends to impose too much responsibility on Brad and often
blames Brad for troubles encountered together. Some of Jennifer's
qualities or habits may disgust you, Brad, if you are very fastidious.

Saturn sextile Saturn - The two of you can cooperate in anything
involving work or responsibility or where problems of security are
being worked out. This can be a very good aspect in marriage, business
or any type of partnership. A similar attitude toward responsibility
helps you to agree and cooperate in meeting obligations. Usually you
have common goals.

JENNIFER ANISTON is SATURN and BRAD PITT is MOON Moon square Saturn - This aspect tends to weaken sympathy between the
two of you. Jennifer disciplines Brad and the latter may resent it.
Jennifer can be unjust, critical, unkind, inconsiderate or selfish
toward Brad. Jennifer will oppose more readily than agree with Brad.
Jennifer arouses worry, discouragement or some other negative attitude
in Brad which may become difficult for Brad to throw off. Jennifer
disregards the moods and feelings of Brad, who becomes more sensitive
in reaction as time goes on unless an inner defense is built. Between
members of a family or in marriage, Jennifer may place too much
responsibility on Brad, or blame Brad for troubles, or limit Brad in
some way.
Jennifer demands much attention from Brad and is hard to please. This
will try the patience of Brad. Brad will have to learn patience and
forbearance in this association. In marriage there may be domestic
difficulties and financial disagreements, or troubles with other
members of the family which threaten marital harmony.
The above is the description of MOON opposite SATURN. MOON square
SATURN is similar to the above but more productive of conflict.
Jennifer discourages, limits, frustrates and delays Brad's efforts and
progress, disregarding Brad's feelings. Jennifer's duties and
responsibilities will discourage or depress Brad. Unless there are
many good aspects between your two charts to balance this aspect, you
will not be of much benefit to each other. Jennifer would derive the
most benefit. This aspect is not good for marriage, especially if the
man's SATURN aspects the wife's MOON. If the woman's SATURN aspects
the man's MOON she will tend to nag and will be too critical,
exaggerating trifles. This can be a source of misunderstanding and
disagreement. Sometimes in-laws will prove a source of trouble between
the two of you.

JENNIFER ANISTON is URANUS and BRAD PITT is SUN Sun square Uranus - Creative or power urge conflicts with freedom urge.
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There is a conflict of individualities in this combination. Jennifer's
unpredictability keeps Brad "up in the air". Jennifer will resent the
influence of Brad and rebel against any authority Brad shows.
Cooperation seldom is achieved when this aspect occurs between two
charts. This aspect often causes separations or a spasmodic
association. Unless you both are poised and self-disciplined, a close
association is not likely to be satisfying to either of you. There may
be violent reactions. Jennifer resists Brad and both of you are
impatient and rebellious toward each other.

JENNIFER ANISTON is NEPTUNE and BRAD PITT is VENUS Venus sextile Neptune - There is mutual sympathy, generosity, kindness,
consideration and a quiet affection and devotion. Many mutual
interests are stimulated, especially along lines of art, music, dance,
drama, poetry and photography. Occult interests, or a love of nature,
also would be brought out if latent within each of you. In fact, they
may be the cause of the attraction.

JENNIFER ANISTON is NEPTUNE and BRAD PITT is MOON Moon sextile Neptune - This aspect indicates a psychic tie. You are
unusually sensitive to each other's moods and feelings. There is often
a telepathic communication between you. There is much sympathy between
you. Jennifer may seem a bit aloof to Brad at times. This aspect can
indicate much mutual inspiration, and in high-type individuals,
spiritual accord and mutual devotion. There is much consolation and
comfort. Any interest in mysticism or occult study in either of you
will be brought out and increased by this aspect.

JENNIFER ANISTON is PLUTO and BRAD PITT is SUN Sun square Pluto - Creative urge conflicts with reforming urge.
Reactions are frictional if your association is a close one. Jennifer
resists Brad's authority and will be jealous, rebellious, demanding
and even vindictive. Jennifer resists correction from Brad, and will
try to change Brad. In marriage, Jennifer can undermine the confidence
of Brad and could have an unfortunate influence on Brad's moral or
ethical ideas. Even if your charts compare well, Jennifer will try to
change or reform Brad. Unless differences of temperament are
understood well and adjusted, your reactions together in this aspect
are to be judged unfavorable. In friendships, this aspect indicates
occasional tests of tolerance and loyalty.

JENNIFER ANISTON is PLUTO and BRAD PITT is VENUS Venus trine Pluto - Mutual benefits can be realized through the
association in an economic or social way. Reconstruction of values may
be brought about by this association.

JENNIFER ANISTON is PLUTO and BRAD PITT is MOON Moon trine Pluto - There is some mutual benefit, but this aspect is
not a very strong one. It can be good in business, political or
profession association. It can be especially good if the two of you
are engaged in any form of research work or group activities.

The astrological interpretations in this report have been formulated
with the assumption that both peoples' birth dates, times, and places
are accurately given and have been accurately entered into the
program. This includes whether the birth time was daylight savings
time or standard time. Even a difference of one hour in birth time can
invalidate much of the interpretation given in this report. If
inaccurate birth data is used, then the interpretations in this report
will probably not apply, according to the ancient axiom, "garbage in,
garbage out."
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By no means is this astrological analysis of your relationship
complete. Obviously, your relationship is far more complex than what a
few pages of writing can depict. Hopefully, this short description of
your relationship and its inner character will lead you on your way to
really discovering what your relationship is and what it can become.

The text in this report is taken from the following book:
SARGENT, Lois Haines (1958), How to Handle Your Human Relationships.
Tempe, Arizona: American Federation Of Astrologers, Inc., 1970.
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Appendix F
Complete composite report for Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt (I’m not convinced that a composite
astrological chart really describes a relationship, but the below is included for your research and
consideration):
COMPOSITE RELATIONSHIP REPORT FOR

JENNIFER ANISTON
11 FEB 1969

TZ = 8.0

10.22 P.M.

34.09 NORTH

118.27 WEST

35.19 NORTH

96.55 WEST

and
BRAD PITT
18 DEC 1963

TZ = 6.0

6.31 A.M.

INTRODUCTION

The composite horoscope is created by finding the midpoint between
pairs of planets and other sensitive points of two natal horoscopes,
that is, the Sun of one and the Sun of the other, the Moon of one and
the Moon of the other, and so forth. The composite Sun is the midpoint
of the two Suns, and so on for all the other planets and points.
A midpoint is a point in the zodiac equidistant from the other two
points. It is believed that the midpoint combines the qualities of
the two planets from which it is derived.
According to John Townley, "The most sophisticated synastry (chart
comparison) DOES give the range of potentials in a relationship
between two people, but the composite chart paints a clearer picture
of the actual relationship."
Astrology can tell you about your relationships because astrology is
the study of the effects of planetary forces upon man.
It is not
fortune telling. It is one of the best methods for man to learn about
who he is, where he came from, and where he is going.
Astrology
reveals CHARACTER and character is destiny.
If man can change his
character, then man will have changed his destiny.
Astrology does not show anything but tendencies. People can rule their
stars by exerting their will. If two people in a relationship decide
to flow with the tide of life, then the tendencies indicated in the
composite chart will at some time have their effect. The one thing a
composite chart does not show is the WILL of the individuals and how
they may exert it.
The matter of exercising free will is left
entirely up to the individuals. The wise man rules his stars, the
fool is ruled by them. Astrology forewarns, and being forewarned, one
is thus forearmed to better cope with the struggles of life.
For every paragraph discussed in this analysis, realize that each
planetary placement or aspect is one of you and your partner's
particular astrological positions and that each position gives your
relationship a particular tendency, the tendencies being elaborated
upon in each paragraph. The horoscope shows tendencies only. It is a
matter for you both to determine how any position will work itself out
in your relationship. That will be determined by the use you make of
your own WILLPOWER.
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HOUSE POSITIONS OF PLANETS
The planets represent energies and cosmic forces that can be utilized
in various ways. They are like the actors in a play. Houses represent
the different spheres of life where these energies can be and are
brought to bear, for better or for worse.
If the planets are the
actors in a play, then the houses represent the various settings in
which the actors play out their roles (signs).

PLANETS AND PLANETARY ASPECTS
If the planets represent energies and cosmic forces that manifest in
different ways, then the planetary aspects show how these energies and
forces tend to act and react, one with another, if the will of the
person is not brought into play to change them.
COMPOSITE PLANETARY ASPECTS
When working with midpoints, there is a nearer midpoint and a farther
midpoint. When the corresponding planet in your natal chart is more
than 150 degrees away from the corresponding planet in your partner's
natal chart both the nearer and farther midpoints must be taken into
consideration. If the two planets are in opposition aspect to each
other, under this circumstance, then the interpretation of the aspect
will be as if the planets were together in space, rather than opposite
each other, thus their influence should be blended together with the
interpretation reflecting this condition.

COMPOSITE PLANETS IN HOUSES
In the following section, if you see an interpretation consisting of
the same planet in two houses, this is because when working with
midpoints, there is a nearer midpoint and a farther midpoint. When the
corresponding planet in your natal chart is more than 150 degrees away
from the corresponding planet in your partner's natal chart both the
nearer and farther midpoints must be taken into consideration. Since
these two midpoints are opposite each other, the planet's influence
can be in two houses, the near house and the far house, hence the need
for two interpretations. Both interpretations can be valid.

Sun in 3rd house - You will have a strong ability to communicate, for
you share many of the same ideas and opinions, and you will be able to
speak openly with each other. There will be few barriers to mutual
understanding, except perhaps at the emotional level. You will enjoy
having good conversations with each other.
The greatest weakness of this position is that your relationship will
probably function primarily on an intellectual or mental level. It is
not likely to be a very profound emotional tie. Clearly, then, this
position is much better for friendship than for a love affair. You
will relate to each other by talking rather than by feelings. When an
emotional situation arises, there is the danger that you will
intellectualize it or try to figure it out instead of just living
through it and learning from the experience. The knowledge gained by
this kind of experience cannot be replaced by logical analysis. But
this is a lesson that the two of you may have some difficulty in
learning, because the 3rd house Sun inclines you to logical analysis.
There is nothing wrong with an intellectual relationship, but there
are
times
when it is inappropriate. Fortunately, your strong
commitment to communication will aid you in approaching the problems
you may have to face together. Just be sure that you don't stop at the
purely mental level. You should enjoy an unusually good mental rapport
and be more able to talk to each other than many couples can.
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Moon in 2nd house - This relationship will bring out the needs you
both have for emotional and material security. In fact, you may have
come together because of those needs. You will have a strong sense of
shared values, which will help to reinforce you as a couple against
the undependable and changeable outside world. Because of this shared
feeling, your relationship will grow strong even when there are
considerable difficulties between you. You will be reluctant to give
up the emotional security granted by the Moon in this position, even
when things get tense. But the need for security could keep you
together even when that is not the best solution for either of you.
One minor problem that this placement can bring about is that your
need for emotional security can lead to a compulsive gathering of
physical objects. You may try to satisfy your need for emotional
security
through owning
things together.
In this
case your
relationship will come to be symbolized by great quantities of
material possessions. Beyond a certain point, possessions can become a
millstone around your necks that limits your freedom of movement.
Particularly if this is a marital relationship, you might be trapped
into staying together because of what you own rather than because your
relationship is working well. Like everything else, possessions must
be kept in their place.
Nevertheless, the security that this relationship can offer should be
one of its strongest points and should help keep you together when the
going gets tough.

Mercury in 3rd house - This position can be extremely valuable in a
relationship, because it assures easy and complete communication
between you. Many otherwise sound associations are weakened because
two people cannot say the simple things that keep a relationship going
smoothly. This should not be a problem for the two of you. In fact,
you have a strong need to communicate with each other, and it is
likely that you first came together because of some intellectual
affinity.
Not only do the two of you have a strong need to exchange ideas and
opinions, but you also like to be with others and exchange ideas with
them. You have a great liking for all kinds of mental and intellectual
interaction with your environment. You do not like to stay off by
yourselves but prefer to get out and talk and have a good time.
The only thing you should be wary of is letting the cheerful and often
superficial banter of Mercury replace the deeper, more significant
communication that any successful relationship requires. Mercury works
so easily on a light level that you may be reluctant to delve any
deeper. If you can avoid intellectual and emotional superficiality,
you should have an excellent mental and intellectual rapport with each
other.

Venus in 4th house - The effects of Venus in the 4th house are felt in
the most intimate and inward areas of your relationship. On the
psychological level you have a great concern for beauty in your most
personal surroundings, and this in turn is reflected in your desire to
make your home or other property that you own together as tasteful,
beautiful, and comfortable as possible. Even if you don't have much
money, you will probably succeed in creating an elegant home.
If you do not own a home together, the effects of the 4th house Venus
will be less evident. But the 4th house is an angular house, so any
planet that is in it has greater importance than it would otherwise
have. A 4th house Venus simply indicates that in this relationship the
principles of love and beauty are strong and prominent, although they
are expressed most clearly in your intimate personal lives rather than
in the lives you share with the outside world. This placement is
usually an excellent indication for an intimate love relationship.
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Mars in 1st house - This position demands that this relationship be a
complete expression of both of you. This should be the case with any
relationship, but it is even more important in this instance. It would
be best if you could find something that you both like to do together,
and the more physically active the better. There is a lot of energy in
your relationship that must be expended somehow.
If you can find a common purpose, all of your energy will be focused
on that instead of on each other. You will be able to accomplish a
tremendous amount of work together, and in the process you will enjoy
each other. There is no way around the fact that your relationship
demands activity.
Unfortunately, if you do not handle these energies properly, Mars can
signify fighting and conflict. It is not that you necessarily dislike
each
other, although
that could be the case, but that your
relationship doesn't give any relevance to the matters that are really
important to each of you individually. There are you, the other
person, and your relationship, all of which seem to have very little
in common.
Keeping this problem in mind, this can be an excellent placement for
any relationship that is specifically aimed at accomplishing a job or
task, such as a professional association.

Jupiter
in
8th house
- This
position signifies that major
transformations in life and joint property will be areas of growth. In
this relationship you will never cease to grow and change. Both of you
will experience continual transformation through your experience of
being together. Even if you grow apart, as can happen to any couple,
you will part without much difficulty, knowing that your relationship
has been good, even if not permanent.
This placement of Jupiter may also have the effect of making you quite
successful in your dealings with property and resources in general, so
long as you work together.
If this is a marriage, you may receive bequests or other financial
assistance from others. At any rate, you should have little trouble
borrowing
money
jointly whenever
you need
it. In a sexual
relationship, this placement helps to ensure that sex is a source of
reinforcement for both of you, even if there are problems at times.
This placement will neither make or break your relationship, but it
can help smooth over bad times by making it easier to meet your
material needs.

Jupiter in 2nd house - This is an excellent position for all matters
relating to property and possessions within your relationship. It does
not necessarily indicate that the two of you will be wealthy, but it
does indicate that you will have enough of whatever you want. In other
words, resources are not likely to be a source of insecurity with you.
The only problem to watch out for is that Jupiter here can make people
excessively materialistic or wasteful, both individually and in a
relationship. This can cause the two of you to sacrifice matters that
are important to your happiness in order to gain wealth.
One of the fortunate attributes of this position is that making money
and gaining property are not areas of anxiety, so you can feel
detached from these issues and can express yourselves through material
generosity to others.
There may be danger that you will be careless about money and unwise
in its use. However, this will not happen because of unluckiness but
because you like to take chances. If you take the time to stop and
think, you will know what to do in a situation. Make caution and
success in handling money more important than the excitement of
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gambling.

Saturn in 4th house - Saturn in this position designates an inner
compatibility that makes living together very difficult. Not that it
will be impossible, but this will be the area in which there are the
greatest difficulties. Even when the influence of Saturn is under
control, it will have effects. Your home life will be characterized by
austerity; that is, you will keep your home very simple, uncluttered
and neat. There is nothing wrong with this, as long as it is not an
outward reflection of an inward coldness.
In any kind of relationship with Saturn in the 4th house, there will
be a feeling of distance between you, as if you were unable to touch
each other at some very deep inner level. If you are consciously
experiencing problems, you will have to dig very deeply to find the
answers. They are not superficial problems, and a superficial solution
cannot deal with them. Both of you will have to get past your deepseated inner fears in order to confide in your partner with complete
trustfulness. For this reason, it is probably a good idea to get to
know each other gradually. Do not be in a hurry. Under favorable
conditions, Saturn can make a relationship quite enduring.

Uranus in 10th house - The purpose of your relationship may be to
challenge and revolutionize the views and even the lives of the people
around you. Such a relationship may also revolutionize your own lives
as well. The 10th is the house of social status, overall life
objectives (as they really are, not as you wish them to be), and your
role in society. Uranus here means that these areas may take an
unusual
direction or that they will be a possible source of
instability and disruption.
This placement of Uranus can signify that the two of you simply like
to do things in your own highly individualistic style. On the other
hand, your view of life may be one that others consider literally
revolutionary. In the latter case, beware of stirring up unnecessary
opposition to your views. You may feel that it is important to arouse
some
opposition, but make sure that what you do stir up is
intentional. Uranus in the 10th can also produce sudden changes in
your own social status, such as an abrupt and disastrous fall from
grace, which can result from letting your activities get out of
control. One thing is certain, however; this relationship must be
allowed to do its own thing.

Neptune in 1st house - There is a great danger that the two of you
don't understand what your relationship is all about. You each may
have quite widely different views of your relationship, with neither
of you aware of the difference. Or you may have a fairly clear idea
about the direction you should take as a couple, but you have
difficulty understanding where you are at a particular time.
Typical of the problems that Neptune induces is a situation that can
occur in a love relationship. One of you thinks that everything is
beautiful and ideal, and the world may agree, for a 1st house Neptune
can deceive others as well as yourselves. But you will discover that
something is radically wrong between you when you wake up one morning
to find that the other person is gone, having been unhappy for months.
Another common Neptune pattern that applies here is that one of you
sacrifices yourself to "save" the other from some problem. Or you both
may offer yourselves in service to the world. This is usually the
rankest form of self- delusion, because one or both of you is using
this pattern as a device for working out your own hang-ups. People do
not "save" each other in this manner.
Unfortunately there are endless possible sources of self-delusion. But
a 1st house Neptune does signify that you must work for a realistic
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relationship and not let your ideals overwhelm your ability to see the
truth. Yet at the same time you must not surrender your ideals.

Pluto in 10th house - There is a very powerful energy in this
relationship that is strongly oriented to attaining some objective.
The nature of the objective that you seek will depend upon the nature
of your relationship, but in every case it will have to do with making
changes in the world around you.
A 10th house Pluto means that your relationship will somehow heighten
your ambitions as a couple. Other people will feel that the two of you
are very powerful, even if separately you do not impress them that
way. At the same time, your relationship will alter and transform your
life direction and heighten your desire to achieve your objectives.
It the two of you handle the energies of this position well, it is a
good indication that together you can achieve something of note.
Perhaps you will gain power in business or politics, or perhaps you
will simply become influential among the people around you. Or you may
feel the effects most strongly between you, as this experience helps
you to discover what you really want to do with your lives and to
start doing something about it.
But there is some danger if the energy is not handled well. Pluto in
the 10th house can be destructive, and its effect is to utterly ruin
your reputations, and possibly some more fundamental aspect of your
lives. Usually this happens because you have been ruthless in some
way, either toward others or with each other. Pluto here can signify
that you let no one stand in your way as you strive to get to where
you want to go. But when you encounter a stronger person or a
situation that you cannot control, havoc breaks loose.
The only way to deal with this is to control your ruthlessness. Keep
in mind other people's needs and wants as the two of you pursue the
goals and objectives you have set for yourselves. And treat each other
with the same consideration.

MEANINGS OF COMPOSITE PLANETARY ASPECTS

Sun sextile Ascendant - This aspect indicates that the two of you
enjoy social exchange with others. You are not a couple that likes to
retire by yourselves and avoid others. In fact, you are more likely
than most to seek out friends who become a very important part of your
relationship with each other.
Not only do you like to be with friends, but also it is very important
to both of you to have opportunities to talk with people and exchange
ideas and communication. In a similar way, the two of you place great
importance on communication between yourselves.
You will probably be good friends. If this is a sexual relationship,
you may be lovers, but you will be friends as well. This is very
important in a relationship between the sexes and is not always
achieved.
You
are likely
to experience a certain restlessness in your
relationship, but not a difficult kind. It is simply that the two of
you like to seek out new experiences and new opportunities for doing
things together. This leads you to range far and wide, either
literally through travel of figuratively through pursuing a curiosity
together. As a consequence, the two of you are likely to have more
varied experiences than many couples have. The successful search for
variety is a keynote of your relationship.
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Mercury sextile Ascendant - This aspect is a sign that the two of you
are likely to get around, physically and/or mentally. Mercury is the
planet of travel, thus travel is probably heavily emphasized in your
relationship. The point must be made, however, that travel is not
necessarily limited to its literal meaning. It can also mean mental
journeys, encounters with new ideas and ways of thinking.
The two of you exhibit a restlessness of thought that makes it very
unlikely that you will settle into any rigid mental patterns. At the
same time, however, there is a danger that your restlessness will make
it difficult to settle down into a stable relationship. Fortunately,
with
this aspect,
restlessness is not likely to weaken your
relationship, only to make it less predictable.
The two of you have very strong ideas about what you want in your
relationship, and you like to talk about these ideas. Because you are
very clear about what you want, you are able to plan out the best
course of action for attaining it.
Friends are important to both of you, but they must be stimulating
people. You do not like to have dull people around. You enjoy lively
banter with others because it stimulates your own thinking process. It
appeals to your need for new experiences, particularly on the
intellectual level.
In a personal relationship, this aspect may emphasize intellectual
exchange of ideas at the expense of intimate emotional communication.
Try not to intellectualize your feelings; instead, allow yourselves to
experience your feelings simply as feelings.
Otherwise, communication between you is better than average, and this
aspect will help considerably in any kind of relationship.

Saturn trine Ascendant - This aspect will have a very stabilizing
effect on a good relationship, but an inhibiting effect on one that is
not so good. When Saturn's energies operate in a positive manner, as
is often the case with this aspect, they promote stability and help
keep the relationship on an even keel. This aspect prevents wide
swings from extreme happiness to extreme sadness or from very positive
to very negative feelings. But it does so at the cost of a certain
spontaneity and exuberance. A Saturnine relationship, even a good one,
is more sober than most, more concerned about practical realities and
less about ideals and romantic fantasies.
On the positive side, the two of you are able to make each other
function in a more regular manner. You give each other a sense of
discipline. At its best, this aspect makes it possible for the two of
you to be your honest selves with each other, but at the same time to
exercise restraint. You are not inclined to act in a completely free
and loose manner when you are together.
If the energy of this aspect operates negatively, however, then each
of you may be a serious obstacle to the other's self-expression. Even
worse, you may find yourselves locked into such rigid attitudes about
each other that it is difficult to make changes in your relationship.
At the same time, these energies may cause you both to become more
rigid in your attitudes to the world around you.
Which effect you are likely to experience depends in part on your
willingness to deal with each other openly and honestly.

Uranus sextile Ascendant - Your relationship will be unique in many
ways. It will cause the two of you to think about life in new ways
that you would never have thought of until you met each other. You
will not experience this as a disruptive change, however. Instead, it
will be like a fresh breeze blowing through your minds and your lives,
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clearing away all your old and outworn attitudes and ideas.
One result
around you
to enlarge
aspect is
can do very

of this change is that you will see elements of the world
that you have never seen before, and this will enable you
your capacity to deal with life in appropriate ways. This
quite disastrous to old habits in a relationship, but you
well without those old habits.

One likely change will be in the company you keep. Both of you will
want increasingly to be around people who embody the new ways you have
found of dealing with life. The only point you must keep in mind is
that any action of Uranus makes it difficult to hold on to old and
cherished, but largely unconscious attachments, things that you want
to retain although they have no real purpose in your lives. Uranus is
likely to produce circumstances that make it impossible to hold on to
them. If you can let go gracefully, you will experience the effects of
this aspect as totally refreshing and stimulating. If letting go is
hard, the two of you may find your relationship somewhat disruptive
and upsetting.

Neptune conjunct Ascendant - This aspect introduces the element of
idealism. The question is, what kind of idealism and how does it
affect your ability to see the truth? At its highest, this aspect
indicates that there is a strong spiritual bond between you. An
invisible thread links the two of you together, so that without having
to say very much, you each can feel what the other is thinking. You
would be willing to do almost anything for each other. You feel as if
you have been truly united into one being, which is ultimately the
highest form of love.
In such an idealistic relationship, however, the emphasis is on a
spiritual bond. In a relationship that might otherwise be sexual, this
aspect may give you such a strong concern for the spiritual that you
do not wish to "contaminate" it with physical contact, or at least
that is how it appears to you. Therefore, this aspect can be an
indication of a platonic relationship.
Unfortunately, such an ideal bond is not usually realized. More
commonly this aspect indicates a relationship in which there is an
unusual
amount
of illusion
and self-deception. The beautiful
selflessness of the ideal is corrupted into self-martyrdom, which is
often used as a means of controlling the other.
Usually the problem is that one of the partners is not relating to the
other as a real human being. Instead, you create a mental ideal, which
you force the other person to fit, whether or not it is appropriate.
But when the other person's real identity emerges, you will experience
great disappointment. This theme is repeated over and over again,
wherever Neptune is strong. You must stop searching for an ideal and
be willing to appreciate your partner as they actually are. Only then
can you get the best out of your relationship. And by so doing you may
be able to experience the higher manifestation of this aspect.

Pluto sextile Ascendant - Your relationship will cause you both to
analyze yourselves in depth and to analyze the nature of your
relationship. Taking very little for granted, you constantly seek ways
to change and improve yourselves as individuals and as a couple. But
the analysis that you undergo will not be a superficial intellectual
exercise. It will go on in your hearts as well as your minds. And the
changes that take place in both of you will affect all levels of your
being.
This will not be a negative process. Elements of your personalities
will pass away, but the transformation will be experienced as good and
necessary, following naturally in the course of events. This is
transformation through evolution rather than revolution. It will be
very deep, very powerful, and very useful to both of you.
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One consequence of this aspect is that your hopes for life will
probably be altered. Your earlier goals were based on what you were
then. Because your relationship changes you, it will change what you
seek as well.
When the two of you talk, you discuss your serious concerns, not light
subjects. Others may consider you excessively serious, but this is
because you recognize the importance of what is happening in your
relationship, and you do not want to waste time with trivia. And this
is right, at least for the two of you. Your relationship will bring
about much growth in both your lives.

Sun conjunct Mercury - There will be a great deal of mental activity
in your relationship. This aspect is good for verbal communication
between you, but it does not especially favor nonverbal, emotional
forms of communication. Do not make the mistake of thinking that your
ability to talk means that all channels of communication between you
are open. They may or may not be. Feelings and emotions are not
readily reduced to the forms of communication ruled by Mercury. You
both should be wary of the tendency to intellectualize your emotions
rather than deal with them at the gut level.
But your verbal communication should be excellent. You have an unusual
similarity of thinking, or at least a better than average ability to
understand each other's thinking.
Mercury is a planet of travel, not always in the literal sense of the
word, but in the metaphorical sense; that is, you like to be
continually exposed to new ideas and experiences together. To others
this may appear to be restlessness, but it is really only curiosity
aroused by being together.
One of the most positive attributes of this aspect is the ability to
be detached from what you are discussing. Because of this detachment
you may even be able to talk about your relationship and arrive at
understandings that will help you both to get more out of it. But in
the process, do not neglect the emotional sides of the issues.

Sun sextile Saturn - This aspect gives a sober and rather restrained
tone to your relationship, but at the same time makes it stable. Other
relationships may be more flamboyant and uninhibited, but with this
aspect, yours will probably outlast them, assuming there is a basic
attraction between your personalities.
Your relationship should give your life a sense of stability and
positive structure, as well as knowledge of where you stand with each
other. If either of you is inclined to be impulsive or to act rashly,
this aspect indicates that you will have a positive restraining effect
upon each other. It will teach you a lot about yourselves and will
have a great effect on the way you think about things. But in this
strength there is a possible danger. With this aspect you can get so
set in a rigid thought pattern that as a couple you do not grow at
all. Don't allow the structuring tendencies of Saturn to become rigid.
If you can maintain some degree of flexibility, your relationship
should work out quite positively, even though it will be comparatively
quiet and restrained.

Sun trine Uranus - This aspect means that you will be strengthened by
seeking out new paths of self-expression together. Do not allow your
relationship to fall into conventional patterns; instead, explore new
ideas, new horizons. If you can, you should travel to new places to
find experiences together that would not be possible outside your
relationship.
If

this

is a

love partnership,

you should

keep yourselves open to
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friendships
with others.
Narrow
conceptions
of fidelity
or
possessiveness should not prevent you from having valid friendships
outside of your relationship. Of course, this is not a license to be
dishonest or immoral with each other.
On the contrary, this aspect calls for even higher standards of
honesty. You must be honest not only with each other but with
yourselves at all times. In this way, as you come to each new
experience, you will be able to deal with it openly, not from a
fearful or narrow position. Be assured that your relationship will
expose you to new areas of life with each other and within yourselves.

Sun sextile Neptune - Your relationship tends to be very idealized. In
some ways it is best suited to friendship, because this aspect tends
to make a love relationship platonic. But if both of you are on a
spiritual path, this aspect will reinforce your efforts to be
together.
You will have very high ideals about what you should be to each other.
Since you will be caught up in this ideal, you may be reluctant to
deal with the ordinary, mundane aspects of life. Others may see your
relationship as impossible or at least impractical, but that won't
disturb you particularly. You will go right on, seemingly with your
heads in the clouds. Obviously, this can be carried too far if you are
not careful. You have to deal with the real world one way or another.
Also you must learn to communicate with each other about all areas of
your relationship, not just the ideal parts.
In the long run, this is not a particularly difficult aspect to deal
with. The idealism it signifies can make a relationship quite
beautiful. With this aspect it is not so much a matter of suppressing
idealism that is needed but of learning to deal with reality.

Sun
trine Pluto - This is a sign of an emotionally intense
relationship that will transform you both for the better if you learn
to move with its flow. Your overall life attitudes and philosophy will
be very much affected by the emotional and psychological changes
brought about by your relationship. The effect on both of you will be
as profound as could be achieved through any kind of therapy or
psychological analysis. Pluto rules psychological transformations, and
you can be sure of profound changes wherever Pluto is involved.
Not only will your relationship change you inwardly, it will also have
a visible effect on your personalities and the way you express
yourselves to others. This is not an extremely difficult aspect to
deal
with,
but if
you are
seeking a casual, light-hearted
relationship, it would not be good. Because of Pluto, this will be a
significant partnership and one that is not light in tone, although it
has the potential to be quite creative.
In a sexual relationship, the effect of Pluto is to increase the
emotional intensity as well as the emphasis on sex. The interest in
sex will not be just for physical reasons, but also for the profound
emotional effects that go with it. You both feel that sexual contact
is an experience that affects you at all levels of your being and
enables you to transcend ordinary reality. This attitude makes sex
much more important to the two of you than it would be to others.

Moon sextile Venus - This aspect indicates warm and positive emotions
between you. It is a good aspect for friendship and love in any kind
of relationship. Furthermore, it indicates that you communicate your
affections
to each other easily and that you are emotionally
compatible in general.
The effects of this aspect are very quiet and easy. It will not
produce a sudden mad, passionate attraction between the two of you,
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but rather a relaxed feeling of affection. This kind of energy is
better for a long-term relationship than for a short-term, possibly
stormy affair.
In a love relationship, you will find that you are friends and lovers
simultaneously. Friends with this aspect will have an affection for
each other that is deeper than usual in a friendship.
In a marriage this aspect indicates that you want children and
probably
will
have them. This aspect signifies fertility and
motherhood. It is the sign of the earth mother. Love is strongly
linked to parenthood with this aspect.
On the whole, this is one of the most beneficial
composite chart, although its effects are rather quiet.

aspects in

a

Moon conjunct Jupiter - This aspect indicates that the two of you feel
good when you are together. You feel warm toward each other, and you
can express your feelings easily and with enthusiasm. If one of you is
sad or depressed, the other person will cheer you up.
At the same time, you respect each other's emotions. You feel quite
protective of your partner and try to keep them from being emotionally
hurt by others. It may even get to the point of mothering each other;
however,
this
will be
experienced as supportive rather than
oppressive. In fact, the effects of this aspect are quite far removed
from the kind of mothering that may be better described as smothering,
for you have a great deal of respect for each other's freedom and
individual rights.
When disputes do arise, you will try to deal with them in a very highminded manner, not allowing yourselves to be petty or small. You will
discuss the issues openly and try to resolve them in a way that is
fair to both of you.
This aspect is often an indication that the two of you will be quite
prosperous in a material way if you have the kind of relationship in
which you own possessions in common.

Mercury sextile Saturn - This aspect makes you cautious in planning
for the future and in approaching various areas of everyday life, and
this can help ensure your success. When the two of you go about a
task, you will succeed, not through blind luck but through careful and
methodical planning. You leave nothing to chance, so you get very few
unpleasant surprises. But be careful that being cautious does not also
eliminate the possibility of pleasant surprises. Remain open to new
experiences while you retain your carefulness.
At first, most relationships have to overcome some barriers to mutual
understanding and arrive at a common ground of opinion. After that
phase you will find that your thoughts and feelings about each other
will remain constant and grow further along the lines you have
established. That can be either bad or good, of course, depending on
what kinds of feelings you have established in the beginning. With
this aspect, if you get off to a bad start it will be difficult to
change your point of view. But if the start is good, your relationship
will continue that way.

Mercury trine Uranus - This aspect promises an intellectually alive
relationship that will have a strong effect upon both of you in your
ways of looking at the world. One of the main purposes of your
relationship is to cause you to look out at the world from new points
of view and with less rigid preconceptions. While this aspect does not
in itself indicate whether your relationship will be a long-term one,
it does indicate that you both will derive something of value from it.
It is always good to have one's point of view challenged, and the
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challenge this aspect offers will not wipe you out mentally but will
be a pleasant mental excitement.
This aspect can be useful in solving problems. Instead of trying the
old familiar tried-and-true methods of problem-solving, which often do
not work, you will find new methods that might be quite a bit more
successful, especially because they relate to your individual needs.
At any rate, you can expect that your relationship will be mentally
stimulating.

Mercury sextile Neptune - This aspect indicates that the two of you
are
seeking some
intellectual
or mental
ideal within
your
relationship. At its best this aspect can bring about instantaneous
nonverbal communication between you, a direct intuitive understanding
of each other's mind. At its least productive, this aspect can mean
that one or both of you are over-idealizing your relationship rather
than experiencing it as a reality. Even though the reality may not be
that bad in itself, it is not taken for what it is.
However, this is not a particularly difficult aspect to handle; even
in the most overly idealized fantasy, there is likely to be enough
real communication between you to prevent crushing disappointment when
the fantasy vanishes.
Idealism will always be a strong element in your relationship, even if
you keep your feet on the ground about most things. There is nothing
wrong with your idealism, because sometimes just believing in an ideal
can help make it happen. This is a positive result that you can look
forward to with this aspect.

Mercury trine Pluto - This aspect can grant the two of you a deep and
subtle understanding of what your relationship is about, which can be
very useful. Your relationship will not flounder because of a lack of
insight, although it could falter if you don't acknowledge your
insight.
This
aspect grants understanding even of the hidden
psychological forces that are normally not accessible to people
involved with each other.
Your
relationship will strongly affect your way of expressing
yourselves to others as well as your ways of self-understanding. You
will encounter new aspects of your own inner lives that you were not
aware of, and you will be enriched by these understandings if you
truly acknowledge them and do not resist them.
The awakened awareness that should come about through this aspect will
also stimulate your interest in exploring new dimensions of the world
around you, as well as the world within. And this interest will
greatly enlarge your views of the world.

Venus trine Jupiter - This aspect is one of the aspects that really
helps to make a relationship successful, particularly a personal one.
In fact, a professional association is very likely to become personal
as well. This aspect is a strong indication of a warm, affectionate
feeling between you.
In particular, your relationship will have a strong idealistic force
that will make you optimistic about yourselves and each other. And
this optimism will help bring about the ideal state of affairs that
you expect. You will find that your relationship will help both of you
grow
as individuals, for it continually brings out your best
qualities. There is a feeling of ease and peacefulness with this
aspect. Neither of you seems to make unreasonable demands upon the
other, but that can sometimes present another problem. If one of you
must make some really important changes, the other may be reluctant to
raise the issue for fear of disturbing the peaceful atmosphere.
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Nevertheless, yours is a relationship in which you will feel that you
can relax and be yourself with your partner. Your relationship ought
to be successful and rewarding for both of you, whatever the reasons
for your coming together.

Mars square Saturn - This aspect indicates that the two of you are
working at cross purposes. At its worst, this aspect will make you get
in each other's way to such an insufferable degree that you cannot get
along at all. At best, there will be friction because one of you is
always in a different state of mind from the other. But this aspect
does not often give rise to open warfare. Usually it produces negative
feelings that seethe below the surface without ever coming out into
the open. Occasionally your feelings will go past the boiling point,
however, and there will be a big explosion of angry words between you.
With this aspect, you obviously have work to do. First of all, you
must open the channels of communication between you. You will tend to
hide your anger even when it is not good to do so. Learn to let it out
and get it over with. It is better to blow off steam more often and
less intensely than to hold back your anger for a long time. Say
exactly what is on your mind and try not to express irritation in
little cutting remarks.
In a sexual relationship, this aspect often creates differences of
timing. One of you will always be in a different mood from the other,
and both of you will insist on what you want when you want it.
Obviously someone has to give, and that will be difficult in this
case. But if you each can decide, at least occasionally, to give in
without a fuss, it will improve your relationship immeasurably.

Mars square Uranus - A personal relationship with this aspect is most
likely to be successful if you have few expectations for it, because
if it does not live up to what you expect, you may consider it a
failure. With this aspect the two of you are especially impatient of
objectives that "must" be attained. Your relationship will take its
own course, and expectations will not rest easily on it.
This is not an especially good aspect if you are planning to be
married or hope to establish some other type of permanent bond. Nor is
it very good for a business relationship, for example, in which there
are definite objectives to be gained. Such a relationship is not
impossible, but you must allow a great deal of room for the unexpected
and for sudden change. The more you restrict your relationship, the
more likely it is to cause problems. Almost certainly there is
something here that goes against social convention. If that fact
restricts either of you, it will be even more difficult.
On the positive side, one thing is certain. If you are looking for a
stimulating relationship that will bring something new into your
world, this is it. Just give yourselves room to move.

Mars square Pluto - Ego forces run high between you, because something
about your interaction makes you constantly challenge each other. That
also means that you each invest a great deal of energy in being right
at the other's expense. Consequently this aspect can create the most
intense competition between two people, even to the extent of both
physical and psychological battles. When the energies of this aspect
operate
unconsciously within a relationship, they can lead to
considerable violence. Obviously it is very important to be conscious
of them.
The two of you have very different aims in life, and if you choose to
get in each other's way, you will certainly succeed in doing so. You
will be able to get along with each other only by recognizing that
there is plenty of room in the world for each of you to do what you
want. Not only is there plenty of room in the world, but if you are
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willing you can also find room within your relationship for your
separate aims. But both of you must be willing to make an effort, or
you can't complain when your relationship blows up in your faces. This
aspect does not make for getting along easily and spontaneously; you
have to make it happen.

Saturn opposite Uranus - This aspect implies a state of tension
arising from the fact that one of you feels that the other puts a
complete clamp on his or her style, while the restrictive partner
experiences the first one as a disruptive force. Add to this your
great difficulty in communicating with each other, so that pressures
are not released, and you have an explosive situation. You will
probably find it difficult even to relax with each other.
With this aspect, if your relationship does get off the ground, there
is still the critical problem of tension building up rather than being
let off gradually. This problem causes many such relationships to end
suddenly and without warning. It is clearly a situation in which the
only solution is to learn to let off steam gradually. Talk frequently
about what is going on between you and try to be as honest as
possible. Your principle aim should be to state the truth accurately,
not to score points over each other. This way you will be able to let
out the energy and release the tension before it gets critical. Or
your relationship may not be very happy or long-lasting.

Saturn trine Neptune - This aspect produces austerity of selfexpression, self-denial, and even asceticism. If this aspect is
prominent in your chart, it is unlikely that the two of you have
formed a relationship purely for pleasure. More likely you have come
together with some higher purpose in mind, something involving
discipline and working toward an ideal. You may even have come
together to pursue a spiritual purpose. But even if the task is of a
business or professional nature, the two of you will work very hard to
attain your purpose and will indulge yourselves very little. Work and
discipline themselves may be the ideal toward which you strive.
Obviously
this
style would not
usually be found in a love
relationship, except in an idealized platonic one. But the self-denial
and discipline that are characteristic of this aspect will be a
spontaneous self-expression, not an imposed condition that you are
unwilling to put up with.

Saturn opposite Pluto - If this aspect is strongly placed in your
chart, it can create a great deal of tension between the two of you,
which will be expressed as rather explosive outbursts of feeling and
passion. The problem is that the rigidity of Saturn encounters the
irresistible transforming power of Pluto. An analogy can be found in
the theory of continental drift, in which the continental land masses
come together almost imperceptibly, but the accumulated pressure
throws up mountains and produces earthquakes of terrifying violence. A
relationship in which this aspect is strong is like that. Both of you
are constantly changing, slowly, but powerfully, but you operate in
such a way that it is difficult to let the changes happen. The result
is that they happen all at once in a cataclysmic way rather than
expressing themselves gradually.
When an emotional eruption occurs, it is because one of you has lost
all hope of being able to deal with the other and bring about any kind
of constructive change. Finally, when the pressure gets too great, you
blow up, not to change your partner but to let off the powerful
feelings stored up inside you.
If either of you is rigid, you must learn not to be. Don't allow your
beliefs and ideas to persist unchanged. Do not wait until the pressure
is so great that you can't handle the matter easily.
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Neptune conjunct South Node - This aspect can signify an intensely
spiritual union, a union based completely on illusion, or various
combinations of these two extremes. Disillusionment is a very serious
danger,
and
it can
cause you to
withdraw from each other
psychologically without actually breaking off your relationship. Be
extremely careful to sort out the facts from the illusions in your
relationship, and do not make any permanent commitment until you are
sure of the facts based on long experience with each other. You must
try to detach yourselves and be very realistic in dealing with each
other.

The astrological interpretations in this report have been formulated
with the assumption that both peoples' birth dates, times, and places
are accurately given. This includes whether the birth times were
daylight savings time or standard time. Even a difference of one hour
in birth time can invalidate much of the interpretation given in this
report.
By no means is this astrological analysis of your relationship
complete. Obviously, your relationship is far more complex than what a
few pages of writing can depict. Hopefully, this short description of
your relationship and its inner character will lead you on your way to
really discovering what your relationship is and what it can become.

The text in this report is taken from the following book:
HAND, Robert, Planets in Composite. Gloucester, Massachusetts: Para
Research, Inc., 1975. ISBN 0-914918-22-2.
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